1. Ch 10: Morphine & the Opioids PPeH Update

All New Chapter on Morphine, Heroin, Fentanyl & Carfentanil
++
- Ch 17B: Changes to Nembutal Scammers
- Ch 17A: Changes to Availability of Nembutal
- Ch 12: Changes to Amitryptiline Advice

2. Forum Q of Week:
  Can you change containers with Nembutal?

3. Prof Susan Stefan on why doctors have no role in our decisions on dying
The Opioids are one of the most common drug types to be prescribed by physicians.

Yet how useful are they as reliable, peaceful end of life drugs?

This new Chapter presents a detailed analysis of Morphine (in all its forms) as well as Opioids such as Fentanyl & Carfentanil. And what about the antidote to overdose of Naloxone?
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• Forum Q of Week •

Can you change containers with Nembutal?

This is an often asked question.

While current advice can be found in Chapter 18 of *The Peaceful Pill eHandbook*, further discussion is currently underway in the Peaceful Pill Forums.

WWW.Peacefulpillforums.com

Forum Members can log in HERE

Not yet a member?

Apply to join by emailing forums@exitinternational.net

* Forums are exclusively for Peaceful Pill eHandbook subscribers & Members of Exit International

* Photo ID required.
On why there is no role for the medical profession in our decision of when/how to die

Listen to Professor Stefan on ABC Radio National Late Night Live

'Rational suicide & euthanasia' on Late Night Live

First broadcast 30 November 2016

LISTEN HERE

Professor Stefan is the author of Rational Suicide Irrational Laws (Oxford University Press 2016). Prof Stefan was a keynote speaker at Exit’s 20th Anniversary Conference in Melbourne Australia on 22-23 September 2016. She is photographed here with Dr Fiona Stewart & Dr Philip Nitschke and Exit supporters on 23 September.